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“BEING TOWARDS DEATH” AND THE INEVITABILITY
OF WALTER WHITE IN BREAKING BAD
Alexandra Poore
Only by accepting one’s own mortality can we achieve freedom. That is the
idea put forth in 1927 by German philosopher Martin Heidegger in his
magnum opus, Being and Time, in which he proposes the idea of “being
towards death,” or finding freedom in the realization and acceptance of one’s
mortality. Heidegger says that with this awareness, we can discover “the
possibility of our own impossibility” (Simpson 56) and begin to live our most
authentic human experience. A contemporary reimagining of Heidegger’s
philosophical ideas takes place in Vince Gilligan’s Breaking Bad (2008-2013) as
we follow Walter White, a high school chemistry teacher who is diagnosed
with lung cancer and turns to making meth as a means to support his family.
Upon hearing his prognosis, Walter’s mortality flashes before his eyes and his
“most authentic self” is revealed to be his alter ego Heisenberg, the ruthless
mastermind behind New Mexico’s most elaborate crystal-methamphetamine
operation. While Walter could have continued to work his career as a high
school chemistry teacher after his diagnosis, he turns to more illicit methods
of making money, leaving only one question in the viewer’s mind: If this is
Walter’s authentic self, are some people simply born to be evil and commit
immoral acts? In this essay, I will argue the idea that, as shown in Vince
Gilligan’s Breaking Bad, Walter White was destined to commit immoral acts,
be evil, and become Heisenberg.
Before Walter’s cancer diagnosis, his life is presented as extremely
dull and meaningless. This lack of passion becomes clear at multiple points
throughout the first season, but is hinted at as early as the first episode. In
Season 1, Episode 1 “Pilot,” we witness Walter in a dimly lit room as he
completes his monotonous workout routine. He stares at an award stating
that he and a team of fellow researchers received a Nobel Prize for research
on proton radiography (5:01). As the series progresses, we witness Walter and
his wife, Skyler, attend a birthday party for Walter’s former classmate and
friend, Elliott Schwartz. During the party sequence, we also learn that Walter
and Elliott founded the company Gray Matter. Walter mentions to some
party guests that, instead of staying by Elliott’s side and running Gray Matter,
he gravitated towards education, to which one of the guests asks, “Which
university?” (1.5 9:02). Immediately after being asked this question, Walter
takes a large drink, and the scene is cut short. From this interaction, it is clear
that Walter feels a sense of shame in having to admit that all of his potential
was seemingly wasted, as he is stuck teaching high school chemistry. As the
episode continues, we see Elliott and Walter reminisce over the times they
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had shared in graduate school with Elliott remarking: “God, I miss this,” and
Walter replying “Yeah, me too” (1.5 11:55). Both men seem to genuinely
enjoy each other’s company and the good times they once shared, yet when
looking at how Walter’s life turned out in comparison to Elliott’s, viewers are
left sympathizing with Walter over what could have been. Even as Elliott
offers Walter a job at Gray Matter, we know that Walter will ultimately reject
the position out of pride and instead resort to his old life: a life that has left
him spiritless, without a purpose, and lacking his spark and excitement for
life.
Walter’s cancer prognosis marks a significant turning point not only
for the course of the show, but for Walter’s life, his dreams, and the
realization of his most authentic human experience. In “Hurtling Towards
Death,” author Craig Simpson states everything that Walter was before
learning of his inevitable death—his hopes, dreams, desire to provide for his
family, etc.—has been changed because of this discovery. As we sit with
Walter in the doctor’s office, watching him disconnect from the situation at
hand and instead focusing on the doctor’s mustard stain on the lapel of his
lab coat, it becomes clear that this is Walter’s “being towards death” moment.
From this point forward, Walter’s life trajectory changes, and just within the
course of the pilot episode we see him impulsively quitting his part-time job
at a car wash, acting violently towards a group of boys who bully his son,
Walter Jr., and acting on his curiosity towards making meth and going on a
ride-along to a meth lab with his brother-in-law, Hank. This erratic behavior
doesn’t just impact Walter, but also Jesse Pinkman, a past student of Walter’s
who introduces Walt to the meth-making life, having been roped into this
scheme by Walter. Even with all of this irrational conduct, Walter is
eventually confronted by Jesse, with Jesse stating: “…all of the sudden at age,
what, 60, he’s gonna break bad?” (1.1 36:18). To this question, Walter has
three simple words: “I am awake” (1.1 37:05). From Walter’s life once lacking
meaning, to his eyes being opened and his awakening, it is clear that Walter
has not only experienced “being towards death,” but has rediscovered his
passion for life in breaking the law and making methamphetamine.
Following Walter’s diagnosis, his perceptible awakening also
manifests as a physical path towards the dangerous, immoral, and evil. Yet
Walter’s emotions towards his situation constantly shift from worry and fear
to a sense of peace. In Season 1, Episode 4 “Cancer Man,” we see a key
example of this as Walter is driving to his credit union to deposit the money
he made from selling meth with Jesse. During his drive, Walter proceeds to
look in his rearview mirror, and upon hearing and seeing a police car, begins
to panic, saying “Oh, no, please. Please, please, no” (1.4 21:50). As Walter
pulls his car over and prepares to face his fate and be arrested, the police car
speeds past, sending him into a laughing fit over his presumed paranoid state.
This scene shows how Walter’s manic thoughts have begun to take a physical
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toll on his actions and wellbeing, but is a complete reversal compared to a
scene in Season 1, Episode 6 “Crazy Handful of Nothin.’” In this episode, we
see the White family take part in a cancer support group, where Skyler
addresses her concerns for her husband’s secrecy and asks why he has been
coming home so late. When confronted with these questions, Walter remarks
that he has gotten in the habit of taking walks, stating: “Well…I like to go on
walks—And I really enjoy the nature. You know, the cacti…vegetation, that
kind of thing. It’s really very therapeutic” (1.6 9:01-9:26). While this response
could be considered innocent enough, Vince Gilligan’s editing choices in this
scene display various clips of New Mexico’s landscape, but as Walter’s voice
over remarks on the nature being “therapeutic,” we see nothing but a full shot
of the RV where Jesse and Walter make meth (1.6 9:30). Even with the chaos
that Walter’s choice has brought upon the lives of his and Jesse’s families, he
reassures himself that making methamphetamine brings him peace and
provides an escape from the stresses of cancer, his future child, his family,
and his career.
Walter’s life changed dramatically from before his diagnosis, but the
argument now stands: Was Walter always meant to pursue a path of evil,
make methamphetamine, and become Heisenberg, or did his situation force
him down this road? Is Walter White a good character who was a dealt a poor
hand in life, or a bad person destined to a life of crime and illegal behavior?
One could argue that Walter only considered making meth after learning
about his cancer and as a way to support his family, but this is not definitively
the case. For example, in Breaking Bad’s “Pilot” episode, we see Walter express
curiosity towards the idea of making meth after seeing the footage on the
news reporting on Hank’s most recent meth lab seizure. The report shows the
confiscated boxes full of money and Walter asks: “Hank, how much money is
that?” (1.1 12:31-13:36). Walter’s greed is definitely on display in this scene,
but at this point, his concern wasn’t in providing for his family; it was on the
potential profits making meth could offer. With this in mind, in addition to
the fact that Walter turned down Elliott’s job offer, we’re left with only one
conclusion: Walter White was destined to make methamphetamine and
become New Mexico’s most wanted kingpin, Heisenberg.
Overall, Walter White’s most authentic human experience led him
down a path filled with crime, murder, and other criminal behaviors. By
looking at the changes in his behavior and thought patterns from before his
cancer diagnosis to afterwards, it becomes clear that Walter White has found
a safe space in cooking crystal meth, and in finding this passion for cooking
crystal-methamphetamine, he found his most authentic self in an activity
most would consider unthinkable. While it’s easy to leave thinking about
Walter White’s inevitable path towards evil as just within the Breaking Bad
universe, I believe it’s crucial to ask ourselves: what if our “being towards
death” moment and “most authentic human experience” leads us down a
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path considered evil, unholy, or immoral in the eyes of the greater society?
Can someone really be born evil, or is just as simple as clever storytelling and
turning off our TV screens?
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